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University of Richmond’s media and public relations team is providing @URNews2Use for your publication, website, and social media channels.

Tis the Season
From retail trends to healthy holiday eating, University of Richmond faculty and staff are available to share their expertise for stories you are working on this holiday season.

Finance professor Tom Arnold, can comment on holiday retail trends, businesses staying open on Thanksgiving, Black Friday shopping, and more. Tom discusses his predictions in this video clip. Contact Cynthia Price to connect with him.

Hamilton: Don’t Throw Away Your Shot
Hamilton: An American Musical opened this week at Altria Theater in Richmond and will be in town for another two weeks. UR has a variety of Hamilton experts, who appeared in the media this week.

- Associate Dean for the School of Arts & Sciences and Professor of Classics Patrice Rankine authored this op-ed about the musical: Patrice Rankine column: Three Lessons from "Hamilton" — What This Groundbreaking Play Tells Us About Contemporary American Society
- Theatre professor and Hamilton scholar Patricia Hererra was quoted in the RTD article Five things to know about ‘Hamilton’ the musical before it debuts at Richmond’s Altria Theater this week
- History professor Samantha Seeley discussed the historical context of Hamilton with WRVA radio on Reid on the Road — Hamilton at Altria. Her interview begins at nine minutes.

Contact us to connect with the experts highlighted in today’s #ICYMI, and visit our newsroom at news.richmond.edu for more UR news you can use.
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